Choose PSU for
Managed Antivirus
Ensuring your business is protected against threats is vital, but can be timeconsuming to do properly. By outsourcing your antivirus, your time can be
better spent on key projects to develop your IT and improve your bottom line.

Top 10 Reasons to Choose PSU for Managed Antivirus
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Threat protection

2

Scheduled scans

3

Behavioural scanning

4

Success checks
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Efficient update management

Our specialists ensure that we use the most
up to date virus definitions and software to
defend you against the latest threats.

We set up regular scans for you, with a
standard weekly schedule or more intense
cycles if required.

As well as scanning based on definition
signatures, our scans will also detect
programs and files that are performing
actions similar to viruses.

We perform success checks to make sure
scans are completed correctly, providing
extra reassurance that no issues are missed.

To reduce bandwidth and increase
efficiency, we deploy an update server which
downloads updates centrally and cascades
them to your endpoints, eliminating the need
for every machine to check for and download
updates individually.
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Intelligent monitoring

7

Comprehensive protection

8

Proven results

9

Constant vigilance

10

Our service is not passive – virus definitions
are installed and pro-actively monitored to
identify and protect against threats.

On-access scanning ensures everything from
emails to USB devices are scanned for the
entire time your system is powered on.

We manage antivirus for hundreds of PCs,
with customer estates ranging from 10 to
300 machines. In recent malware outbreaks,
our customers were already protected.

Our servers are configured to download and
distribute antivirus definition files as soon as
they are available from the vendor.

30 years’ experience
With over 30 years of IT support expertise,
we look after IT for organisations of all sizes
across the UK.

Contact our experts about managed antivirus.
call 0800 652 4888

email info@psu.co.uk
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